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THE ALTERNATIVE OPERAD IS NOT KOSZULASKAR DZHUMADIL'DAEV AND PASHA ZUSMANOVICHIn the very interesting online ompendium [Lod℄, the alternative operad is markedonjeturally as Koszul. The purpose of this note is to demonstrate that this, un-fortunately, is not true. In doing so, we are helped with the programs Albert [A1℄and PARI/GP [P℄.1. The alternative operad and its dualReall that an algebra is alled right-alternative if it satis�es the identity
(xy)y = x(yy),and left-alternative if it satis�es the identity
(xx)y = x(xy).An algebra whih is both right-alternative and left-alternative is alled alternative.Linearizing these identities, we get(RA) (xy)z + (xz)y − x(yz) − x(zy) = 0and(LA) (xy)z + (yx)z − x(yz) − y(xz) = 0respetively.If harateristi of the ground �eld is di�erent from 2, these identities are equiv-alent to the initial ones, so the orresponding operadsRAlt, LAlt and Alt (dubbedright-alternative, left-alternative and alternative operads) are quadrati. In hara-teristi 2 these operads are not quadrati, and, generally, things are going berserk,so we will exlude this ase from our onsiderations.Right- and left-alternative algebras are opposed to eah other, i.e. if A is aright-alternative algebra, then the algebra de�ned on the same vetor spae A withmultipliation x ◦ y = yx is a left-alternative algebra, and vie versa. Hene all thestatements below for left-alternative algebras automatially follow from the orre-sponding statements for right-alternative ones, and in the proofs we will onsiderthe right-alternative ase only.Note that free alternative algebras are muh more di�ult objets than, for ex-ample, their assoiative or Lie ounterparts, and are still not understood su�ientlywell.Proposition. Eah of the operads dual to the right-alternative, left-alternative andalternative operad is de�ned by two identities: assoiativity and the identity(RA!) xyz + xzy = 0in the right-alternative ase,
xyz + yxz = 0Date: June 6, 2009. 1
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2 ASKAR DZHUMADIL'DAEV AND PASHA ZUSMANOVICHin the left-alternative ase, and(A!) xyz + yxz + zxy + xzy + yzx + zyx = 0.in the alternative ase.In the alternative ase, this is stated in [Lod℄ without proof, so we will providea simple (and pretty muh standard for suh situations) proof for ompleteness.Following [Lod℄, we will all algebras over the orresponding dual operads dualright-alternative, dual left-alternative and dual alternative, respetively.Proof. Let L be an alternative algebra, and A be a dual alternative algebra. Thenthe spae L ⊗ A equipped with the braket
[x ⊗ a, y ⊗ b] = xy ⊗ ab − yx ⊗ bafor x, y ∈ L, a, b ∈ A, is a Lie algebra.Identities (RA) and (LA) imply that we may take 7 monomials (xy)z, (yx)z,

(xz)y, (zx)y, (yz)x, (zy)x, z(xy) as the basis of Alt(3), with the rest of monomialsexpressed through them as follows:
z(yx) = (zx)y + (zy)x − z(xy)

y(zx) = −(zx)y + (yz)x + z(xy)

y(xz) = (yx)z + (zx)y − z(xy)(1)
x(yz) = (xy)z − (zx)y + z(xy)

x(zy) = (xz)y + (zx)y − z(xy).In partiular, dimAlt(3) = 7.Writing the Jaobi identity for triple x⊗a, y⊗ b, z⊗ c for x, y, z ∈ L, a, b, c ∈ A,substituting in it all equalities (1), and olleting similar terms, we get:
(xy)z ⊗ ((ab)c − a(bc))

+ (yx)z ⊗ (b(ac) − (ba)c)

+ (xz)y ⊗ (a(cb) − (ac)b)

+ (zx)y ⊗ (a(bc) + a(cb) + b(ac) + b(ca) + (ca)b + c(ba))

+ (yz)x ⊗ ((bc)a − b(ca))

+ (zy)x ⊗ (c(ba) − (cb)a)

− z(xy) ⊗ (a(bc) + a(cb) + b(ac) + b(ca) + c(ab) + c(ba))

= 0,and the laimed statement obviously follows.In the right-alternative ase dimRAlt(3) = 9 and the omputations are similar.
�Corollary.(i) A dual right- or left-alternative algebra over the �eld of harateristi dif-ferent from 2 is nilpotent of degree 4.(ii) A dual alternative algebra over the �eld of harateristi di�erent from 2and 3 is nilpotent of degree 6.



THE ALTERNATIVE OPERAD IS NOT KOSZUL 3Proof. (i) We have, by subsequent appliation of assoiativity and (RA!):
(xyz)t = −(xzy)t = −x(zyt) = x(zty) = x(zt)y = −xy(zt).(ii) Substituting in (A!) x = y = z, we get 6x3 = 0. The laim then follows fromthe results entered around the lassial Dubnov�Ivanov�Nagata�Higman theoremabout nilpoteny of assoiative nil algebras (see, for example, [Dr, �8.3℄).These laims also ould be proved with the help of Albert. �2. Dimension sequeneWe are going to establish non-Koszulity using the well-known Ginzburg�Kapra-nov riterion [GiK, Proposition 4.14(b)℄ whih tells that if a quadrati operad Pover the �eld of harateristi zero is Koszul, then(2) gP(gP!(x)) = x,where

gP(x) =

∞∑

n=1

(−1)n dimP(n)

n!
xnis the Poinaré series of operad P , and P ! is the dual of P . For this, we need toknow the �rst few terms of the sequene dimP(n) for the orresponding operadsand their duals. This is ahieved with the help of Albert.Albert omputes over a �xed prime �eld, and we are going to explain now howthese omputations imply results valid in harateristi zero.For an operad P , the spae P(n) oinides with all multilinear monomials in nvariables, modulo orresponding relations. Thus dimP(n) is equal to the numberof all nonassoiative multilinear monomials in n variables (equal to n! multipliedby the nth Catalan number) minus the rank of matrix M whih is obtained fromoe�ients of all possible onsequenes of the orresponding identities valid forelements of P(n). As oe�ients of identities de�ning our operads are integers, thisis an integer matrix, and it is possible to onsider its redution Mp modulo a givenprime p.It is lear that rk M ≥ rk Mp. The question is how to ensure equality of thesevalues. What follows is a variation on the standard theme in numerial linearalgebra � how to substitute rational or integer arithmeti by modular one.Let represent the matrix M in the Smith normal form, i.e. as a produt

M = A diag(d1, . . . , dr, 0, . . . , 0) B,where A and B are integer quadrati matries with determinant equal to ±1, r =
rk M , and d1, . . . , dr are nonzero integers suh that di is divided by di+1. Redutionof this produt modulo p will produe the Smith normal form of Mp, i.e. Ap, Bp arestill matries with determinant ±1 over Zp, and the number of nonzero elements inthe diagonal matrix

diag(d1(mod p), . . . , dr(mod p), 0, . . . , 0)is equal to rk Mp.If we pik primes p1, . . . , pn in suh a way that(3) p1 . . . pn > |d1 . . . dr|,then
d1 . . . dn 6≡ 0 (mod p1 . . . pn),



4 ASKAR DZHUMADIL'DAEV AND PASHA ZUSMANOVICHand by the Chinese Remainder Theorem,
d1 . . . dn 6≡ 0 (mod pi),and hene rk Mpi

= rk M for some pi. Consequently, if rk Mpi
= r for all i =

1, . . . , n, then rk M = r.It remains to estimate p1 . . . pn to ensure inequality (3). The produt d1 . . . dr isequal, up to sign, to the determinant of a ertain minor T of M of size r × r. Asthe identities de�ning our operads have oe�ients 1 or −1, all nonzero elementsof the matrix M ould be hosen to be equal to 1 or −1, so the usual estimate insuh situations is provided by the Hadamard inequality: | det(T )| ≤ r
r

2 (see, forexample, [HJ, �7.8.2℄).To summarize: if there are primes p1, . . . , pn suh that Albert produes the samevalue(4) dimP(n) = rmodulo these primes, and(5) p1 . . . pn > r
r

2 ,then (4) holds over integers, and, onsequently, over any �eld of harateristi zero.Albert allows to ompute over a prime �eld Zp with p ≤ 251. We have modi�edAlbert [A2℄ to allow primes up to the largest possible value of the largest signedinteger type, whih is 263−1 on the standard modern omputer arhitetures, both32-bit and 64-bit. We also have modi�ed it to failitate bath proessing.As the time of Albert omputations turns out not to depend signi�antly on thevalue of prime, to minimize the overall omputation time, we are minimizing thenumber of Albert runs at the expense of larger primes, i.e. when hoosing primesin the given range satisfying the ondition (5), we are hoosing as large primes aspossible. This ould be done with the help of PARI/GP.Using all this, we establish:Lemma 1. Over the �eld of harateristi zero, the �rst 5 terms of the sequene
dimRAlt(n) are: 1, 2, 9, 60, 530.Proof. Over any �eld, the �rst two values are obvious, and the third ould beestablished by hand (in fat, we already did it in the proof of Proposition in �1).The are 3 primes < 263 satisfying the inequality (5) for r = 60:

263 − 259, 263 − 165, 263 − 25.With all these 3 primes, Albert produes dimRAlt(4) = 60.Similarly, the number of largest possible primes < 263 satisfying the inequality(5) for r = 530, is 39, and Albert produes dimRAlt(5) = 530 for all these 39primes. �Though we do not need it for our purposes, we have also omputed dimRAlt(6) =
5820 for a few random primes.Lemma 2. Over the �eld of harateristi zero, the �rst 6 terms of the sequene
dimAlt(n) are: 1, 2, 7, 32, 175, 1080.Proof. We follow the same sheme as in the proof of Lemma 1. The orrespondingnumber of primes is 2 for n = 4, 11 for n = 5, and 87 for n = 6, and Albert produesthe expeted answers for all these primes. �



THE ALTERNATIVE OPERAD IS NOT KOSZUL 5The �rst 5 terms in Lemma 2 were already spei�ed in [Lod℄, but the ase n = 6is ruial. It requires the only time-onsuming Albert omputations among allomputations mentioned in this note. We found that the optimal setting in thisase was to add �rst the left-alternative identity, and then the right-alternative one,and use the stati (as opposed to the sparse) matrix struture. It took about 131/2days (about 33/4 hours per prime) on a 3GHz Pentium 4 CPU.3. Non-KoszulityTheorem 1. The right-alternative, left-alternative and alternative operads over the�eld of harateristi zero are not Koszul.Proof. First onsider the right-alternative ase. By Corollary (i) in �1, RAlt!(n)vanishes for n ≥ 4. It is easy to see that monomials (xy)z, (zx)y and (yz)x ould betaken as a basis ofRAlt!(3), thus dimRAlt!(3) = 3 and the orresponding Poinaréseries is:
gRAlt!(x) = −x + x2 −

1

2
x3.On the other hand, by Lemma 1,

gRAlt(x) = −x + x2 −
3

2
x3 +

5

2
x4 −

53

12
x5 + O(x6),and

gRAlt(gRAlt!(x)) = x +
1

6
x5 + O(x6),what ontradits Koszulity.Now onsider the alternative ase. By Corollary (ii) in �1, Alt!(n) vanishes for

n ≥ 6. Either omputation with Albert, or referene to [Lop, Propositions 1 and 2℄provides dimensions of these spaes for small n whih allows us to write down thePoinaré series of the operad Alt!:
gAlt!(x) = −x + x2 −

5

6
x3 +

1

2
x4 −

1

8
x5.On the other hand, by Lemma 2,

gAlt(x) = −x + x2 −
7

6
x3 +

4

3
x4 −

35

24
x5 +

3

2
x6 + O(x7),and

gAlt(gAlt!(x)) = x −
11

72
x6 + O(x7),what ontradits Koszulity. �4. Positive harateristiThe original Ginzburg�Kapranov operadi theory involves representation theoryof the symmetri group peuliar to harateristi zero ase. While extensions ofthe operadi theory to the ase of positive harateristi exist, none of them, to ourknowledge, inludes an analogue of the Ginzburg�Kapranov riterion for Koszulityof a quadrati operad in terms of Poinaré series.While, therefore, heking the validity of equation (2) in positive harateristidoes not make muh sense, the question of omputation of dimension sequene

dimP(n) for various operads P is still of interest. In this setion we ollet a fewremarks and omputational results onerning this question for the alternative andright-alternative operads and their duals.



6 ASKAR DZHUMADIL'DAEV AND PASHA ZUSMANOVICHFor the dual operads, the orresponding dimension sequenes terminate at lowterms as indiated in the proof of Theorem 1, the same way for zero and positiveharateristis, exept for the ase of the dual alternative operad over the �eld ofharateristi 3.Theorem 2. Over the �eld of harateristi 3, dimAlt!(n) = 2n − n.For n ≤ 8 the laim ould be proved with the aid of Albert. The proof in thegeneral ase is long and somewhat umbersome, and will drive us far away fromthe main question onsidered in this note, so we will outline only the main idea.We ame with this idea by inspeting the orresponding entry A000325 in [OEIS℄.Sketh of the proof. For assoiative algebras, identity (A!) is equivalent to the iden-tity
[[x, y], y] = 0.In other words, an assoiative algebra over the �eld of harateristi 3 is dualalternative if and only if its assoiated Lie algebra is 2-Engel. It is well-knownthat 2-Engel Lie algebras are nilpotent of order 4. Free assoiative algebras whihare Lie-nilpotent of order 4 were studied in the reent paper [EKM℄. It is possibleto extend some of the results of that paper to the ase of harateristi 3, and,in partiular, to onstrut a presentation of suh algebras. From this, by addingmore relations, one may onstrut a presentation of free dual alternative algebras,and using Composition (=Diamond) Lemma, to get a desription of a basis of suhalgebras in ombinatorial terms. For elements of the basis ontaining eah freegenerator in the �rst degree, these ombinatorial terms are expressed as the so-alled Grassmann permutations, i.e. Alt!(n) has a basis onsisting of assoiativemonomials of the form ai1 . . . ain
suh that the permutation (i1 . . . in) has exatlyone desent. The number of suh permutations is 2n − n. �The ase of harateristi 3 is also exeptional for the alternative operad: in thisase, the �rst 5 terms of dimAlt(n) are the same as in Lemma 2, while the 6thterm is equal, surprisingly, to 1081.Note also that the sheme of omputations presented in �2 is insu�ient todedue the validity of (4) over all prime �elds. Either by the standard ultraprodutargument, or observing, by the same argument as in �2, that the equality (4) inharateristi zero implies the same equality in harateristi p for all p > r

r

2 , wemay dedue that it is valid for all but a �nite number of harateristis. So, inpriniple, we ould establish the validity of (4) in all harateristis by verifying itmodulo all primes ≤ r
r

2 and for one prime > r
r

2 . This is, however, omputationallyinfeasible in almost all pratial ases. Note, however, that in all harateristis wehave dimP(n) ≥ r.To be able to establish the equality (4) in all harateristis, apparently othermethods are needed. For example, one may try to utilize the apability of Albertto produe multipliation table between elements of P(n) up to the given degree.It seems that the sheme, based on the Chinese Reminder Theorem and similar tothose presented in �2, but utilizing the multipliation table instead of just dimen-sions of the orresponding spaes of multilinear monomials, ould be used for that,provided that all oe�ients in the omputed multipliation tables are rationalnumbers with relatively small numerators and denominators modulo the respetiveprimes. Aording to a few Albert omputations we have performed for Alt(6), thelatter seems to be the ase for the alternative operad.



THE ALTERNATIVE OPERAD IS NOT KOSZUL 75. QuestionsThere are several proofs in the literature of non-Koszulity of other operads usingthe Ginzburg�Kapranov riterion: in [GeK, footnote to �3.9(d)℄ for the so-alledmok-Lie and mok ommutative operads (whih are dual to eah other and areyli quadrati operads with one generator), in [GR, Proposition 2.3℄ for ertainLie-admissible operads dubbed G4-Ass and G5-Ass, in [Dz1, Theorem 10.1℄ fora ertain skew-symmetri operad dubbed left-Alia, and in [Dz2℄ for the Novikovoperad. In all these ases, it was enough to hek Poinaré series up to the 4th or
5th term. It is interesting whether there exists a bound on the degree of Poinaréseries suh that the validity of the identity (2) for a binary quadrati operad P upto this degree guarantees its validity in all degrees.It is also interesting to give a onrete example of a binary quadrati operadwhih is not Koszul but for whih the equality (2) holds (suh examples exist forassoiative quadrati algebras � see [PP, �3.5℄ and referenes therein).Note also that it remains a hallenging problem to ompute the Poinaré seriesof Alt. AknowledgementsThanks are due to Vladimir Dotsenko and Leonid Positselski for explanationsonerning the Koszulity and the Ginzburg�Kapranov riterion, and to AlexanderFeldman for advie onerning omputing issues and omments on the preliminaryversion of the manusript. Referenes[Dr℄ V. Drensky, Free Algebras and PI-Algebras, Springer, 2000.[Dz1℄ A.S. Dzhumadil'daev, Algebras with skew-symmetri identity of degree 3, SovremennayaMatematika i ee Prilozheniya (VINITI) 60 (2008), 13�31 (in Russian; English translationto appear in J. Math. Si.)[Dz2℄ , Novikov operad is not Koszul ; arXiv:0902.3771.[EKM℄ P. Etingof, J. Kim and X. Ma, On universal Lie nilpotent assoiative algebras, J. Algebra321 (2009), 697�703; arXiv:0805.1909.[GeK℄ E. Getzler and M. Kapranov, Cyli operads and yli homology, Geometry, Topologyand Physis for Raoul Bott (ed. S.-T. Yau), Conf. Pro. Let. Notes Geom. Topol. 4(1995), 167�201.[GiK℄ V. Ginzburg and M. Kapranov, Koszul duality for operads, Duke Math. J. 76 (1994),203�272; Erratum: 80 (1995), 293; arXiv:0709.1228.[GR℄ M. Goze and E. Remm, Lie-admissible algebras and operads, J. Algebra 273 (2004), 129�152; arXiv:math/0210291.[HJ℄ R. Horn and C. Johnson, Matrix Analysis, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1990.[Lod℄ J.-L. Loday, Enylopedia of types of algebras, June 2007;http://www-irma.u-strasbg.fr/∼loday/jllpub.html .[Lop℄ A.A. Lopatin, Relatively free algebras with the identity x

3
= 0, Comm. Algebra 33 (2005),3583�3605; arXiv:math/0606519.[PP℄ A. Polishhuk and L. Positselski, Quadrati Algebras, AMS, 2005.Software and online repositories[A1℄ Albert version 4.0; http://www.s.lemson.edu/∼dpj/albertstuff/albert.html .[A2℄ Albert version 4.0M (modi�ed); http://justpasha.org/math/albert/ .[OEIS℄ The On-line Enylopedia of Integer Sequenes.[P℄ PARI/GP; http://pari.math.u-bordeaux.fr/ .
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